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5 WAYS TO 5 A DAY
in 15 minutes or less!
The most effortless ways to increase veggie
consumption and elevate your health No smoothies or salads, guaranteed!!
VIBRANCENUTRITION.COM

Too Much on Your Plate to Get
the Good Stuff on Your Plate??
I hear you! Getting healthy food on the
table is a challenge when we are
juggling so many obligations.

I began grad school as a working mom with a toddler at home. This was the
first time in my life I found myself stretched so thin that I used up all the
healthy go-to habits I had learned over 20 years to maintain a healthy
lifestyle.
At the same time, everything I was researching on nutrition and functional
medicine made me realize that I was not getting enough produce in my diet
consistently enough to maintain optimal health.

Of course, I wasn’t alone in this. Most clients I’ve worked with over the years
need guidance to get enough vegetables to meet their goals. When I asked
them more specifically about their challenges, this is what they said:

“It just feels like so much work to cut them up, season
them and then do whatever needs to be done.”

"I don't feel like cutting vegetables. For me the whole
idea of chopping vegetables is just too much."

"I don't have time to prep everything."
VIBRANCENUTRITION.COM

What if you didn’t have to?
What if you could get 5 servings of vegetables (or more!) a day
without loads of chopping, prep work, or endlessly chomping away at
big-a** salads?

The amount of time it takes to hunt down recipes, plan out a menu, get to
the store and then cook everything is ultimately a recipe for overwhelm!

Yet without including a

minimum of 5 servings of vegetables a day into our

diet, we will continue to struggle to stay healthy and have enough energy to
get through the day.

This guide will show you how to get 5 a day in less than 15 minutes a day!

Let's Get Started!

What Happens When You Get at Least 5 a Day?
Clear Skin
Increased, Stable Energy
Better Moods
Stellar Digestion
Fewer aches and pains
Stronger Immunity and Faster Healing

Vegetables are the most nutrient dense food available to us. Whether you are vegan, paleo,
or even keto, you need your vegetables to be in ideal health!

JOIN THE COMMUNITY!

"Life expectancy would
grow by leaps and
bounds if green
vegetables smelled as
good as bacon."

- Doug Larson

- Doug Larson

JOIN OUR COMMUNITY OF
VEGETABLE (AND BACON)
LOVERS!

Here are easy ways to boost your
vegetable intake today:
Raid the salad bar for pre-chopped veggies you can use in quick soups or
stir-fries that evening. This saves time chopping and allows to boost variety

1)

without committing to an overwhelming amount of veg in the fridge. This is a
great time for solo diners as well as those who loathe leftovers.

2)

ALWAYS have frozen veg in the freezer as an emergency back up. On a

night when you are too tired to cook, you can thaw it and serve with the main
dish, throw it in a pot or can of soup, or heat it up with jarred curry paste and
coconut milk and have dinner in 10-15 minutes.

3)

Sneak pureed or shredded veggies into meatloaf and spaghetti sauces.

1 bag of shredded carrots in a jar of spaghetti sauce is ready in less than 10
minutes; bagged broccoli can be thrown into the food processor and folded
into burger patties or spaghetti sauce, ready to eat in less than 15 minutes.

4)

Mix riced cauliflower into your regular rice and substitute zucchini noodles
for half of your spaghetti noodles next time you make either of these for
dinner! Both of these can be found in the freezer or produce aisles of most

major grocery stores. These can be cooked or reheated in about 5 minutes.

5)

DOUBLE IT UP! Whenever vegetables are included in a recipe, double the

amount used! Make double what you need of soups, spaghetti sauces, etc and
freeze half of it. This is the most efficient use of the time you spend in the
kitchen and most of the meals you freeze can be eaten within 3-6 months.

But Wait....There's More!

JOIN THE COMMUNITY!

Bonus Tips to Get the Veg In!
BONUS TIP: Use pesto, chimichurri, carrot-ginger puree other veg sauces to squeeze
in extra servings. The herbs and spices in these sauces not only add a jolt of flavor to
meats, pastas, grilled vegetables and hummus, they also supply a powerful dose of
antioxidants and health promoting compounds!

BONUS TIP: Dining out? Ask for an extra serving of the veggies in your main or side
dish.

Quick Roasted Veg
2-3 packages of pre-chopped cauliflower, broccoli, or other veg can be tossed in
avocado or coconut oil, seasoned to taste and roasted on a baking sheet for 20-30
minutes in a 350F/175C degree oven, depending on size and veg. While this takes
longer than 15 minutes, it leaves you with 10-12 servings of vegetables use throughout
the week, saving you time in the long run.

There are countless ways to sneak vegetables into what you are already making.

The best way to boost your vegetable intake is to become a vegetable hunter!
Vegetable hunters are always on the prowl, looking for opportunities to zero in on
where the veggies are at and make sure they end up on their plate.

Vegetable Hunters
Are Always
On The Prowl!

JOIN THE COMMUNITY!

Eat food.
Not too much.
Mostly plants.

- Michael Pollan

FIND OTHER VEG HUNTERS
AT THE VIBRANCE VILLAGE
OF HEALTH!

Secrets of a Master Veg Hunter
1) Always be hunting. Keep your eyes peeled for vegetables; they often hide in plain sight! When
dining out, let your meal be guided by where the vegetables are.

2) Use the abundance of the season to stock up for lean days ahead. Hunters hunt once and
stock the freezer for winter. Do the same in your kitchen with low-risk veg such as frozen
vegetables, jarred tomatoes and artichoke hearts, and heartier veggies like winter squashes and
carrots. When things get busy, you have a back-up.

3) Start where you're at and work up from there. Most hunters don't start off hunting big game
unless they have an experienced guide. Likewise, don't tackle an elephant before you feel adept
at the basics. That's why this guide is focused on 5 a day, not 10. Begin with veggies you are
familiar with, restaurants you already visit and food prep techniques that don't stress you out.
Once you consistently achieve this, level it up and challenge yourself with something new.

4) Learn from the professionals. Look at flavor combinations and cooking techniques that chefs
in restaurants use to remain inspired at home, take a cooking class or use Pinterest to help you
find a novel use for beets (the answer is red velvet cupcakes).

5) Find the Method That Works for You: Not every tribe lived in an environment conducive to
farming, and not every lifestyle is conducive to food-prep and home cooking. Sustainable
nutrition means working with the environment around you to find success. This is something we
tackle in depth in my Vibrant Veggies program. Use these tips and get creative to get in your 5 a
day (or more)!

Remember: Vegetable Hunters
ask: "Where will I get
my vegetables?" before every meal.

JOIN OUR
THRIVING COMMUNITY!

“Let food be
thy medicine
and
medicine be
thy food."
- Hippocrates

What Does 5 a Day Look Like?
1 serving of veg is 1/2 cup cooked or 1 cup raw. A serving of leafy greens is 2
cups raw (and they’ll cook down to about 1/2 cup when heated!)

1 cup of vegetables is about the size of a woman’s clenched fist. So think of
getting fist-sized portions and you’ll see how easy it can be!

1/2 cup cooked

1 cup raw

2 cups greens

It Can Be Easy
to Get 5 a Day!

Breakfast: Vegetable Frittata or veggie scramble
(1 serving)
Lunch: 1 cup spaghetti squash with pesto and mini meatballs
(2+ servings)
Dinner: 1 cup grilled asparagus (2 servings) with grilled chicken or
marinated tofu

Lunch: 1 cup veggie soup (2 servings)
Snack: 1 cup mixed cucumber slices and snap peas with hummus
(1 serving)
Dinner: 1 cup stir-fried vegetables at a Thai or Chinese restaurant
(2 servings) with rice and protein of choice

Join Our Community!

This vegetable soup can be pulled
together in about 15 minutes!

Quick vegetable soup
1 Tbsp. olive oil
1 small onion, diced
1 clove garlic, crushed and diced
1 cup shredded carrots (can buy prepackaged)
1/2 cup celery, chopped
4 cups low or no-sodium vegetable or chicken broth
1 (28oz.) can diced tomatoes
3 cups shredded cabbage (or coleslaw mix)
6 oz. frozen green beans

¼ tsp. black pepper
1/4 tsp salt
1 cup frozen peas
1 cup frozen corn
1 handful of basil, parsley or cilantro (for garnish)

½ of a lemon
1 tsp. Worcestershire sauce

Saute onion in olive oil. Add garlic, celery and carrots and saute until
aromatic. Pour in broth, tomatoes, and shredded cabbage and bring to a boil.
Reduce to medium, add frozen veggies, salt and black pepper and
Worcestershire sauce. Cook for 5-10 minutes until all veg is hot and cooked
through. Serve with a squeeze of lemon and herbs.

GET MORE RECIPES AT
THE VIBRANCE VILLAGE
OF HEALTH!

Consistency Is Key!

Health is the result of sustained, positive actions over time.

Reality Check:
Most of us need repeated practice to make lasting
changes stick.

Despite the allure of a big, sexy overhaul, most people find true change
happens when we create a supportive environment for change and build
upon small, sustainable choices that move us toward our goals.

Let's take a look at how you can
best create a sustainable, realistic
method to get at least 5 servings of
vegetables daily.

JOIN THE COMMUNITY!

Let's Pull It All Together!
Consistency plus Action Creates HABIT. Start with what you know and
expand from there.
It’s easier to restart an old habit than to learn a new one.

Pick one thing you are already good at and do more of that first.
What are the easiest, go-to methods of veggie eating that you
already do?

Let go of perfection. Second best is better than not at all. What is
second best or your "plan B" that you can use when the best-laid
plans go south?

Plan time to plan, or you won't likely plan! When is the best time to
plan where you’ll get your veggies and how you’ll make them easy to
eat?

Join Our Supportive
Community!

Let's Pull It All Together!
Information plus ACTION gets results! Use this worksheet to plan how
you'll boost your veggie intake!

What is one way you can boost your vegetable intake this week?

Where are your favorite go-to hunting grounds for veggie hunting?

What is the easiest, most effortless way you can level up what you
are already doing?

Join Our Supportive
Community!

“We are what we
repeatedly do.
Excellence is not an
act, but a habit.”

― Aristotle

JOIN OUR THRIVING
COMMUNITY!

Truthbomb: 5 a Day is Just the
Beginning.
To be honest, 5 a day is just the beginning. It is the baseline that research
shows is needed for impactful, significant disease prevention. By and large
though, the healthiest communities in the world regularly get 10 or more
servings of produce daily. Yet even 5 servings a day can reduce your risk of

each serving of produce reduces the
risk of death from all causes by about 10%.

stroke by over 30%! On average,

Now you know 5 easy ways to boost your vegetable intake, keys to
consistency, how to determine a serving size, and sweet side effects you
can expect when you reliably get 5 a day. You're on your way to becoming
a veg hunter!

Use this guide to ensure you get your veg and

drive in the habit. Be sure to

get on the waitlist for the Vibrant Veggie challenge, where I walk through
your life and your obstacles with you to help you find your ideal method to
get up to 10 servings a day, whether or not you have time to cook!

Finding a way to be a sustained, healthy eater is priceless. Click here to be
the first to know when our next program begins!

Click Here To Be First In Line!

JOIN THE VIBRANCE
VILLAGE OF HEALTH!
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This guide was created out of a need to fill the
gap I saw in

my community of smart, capable

people who knew they needed to eat more
vegetables but were struggling to make it
happen.
Only 13% of Americans, 25% of Brits and 20% of
Australians get 5 servings of veg a day.
Adequate vegetable consumption is a baseline
requirement for disease prevention and, at least
on the American front, the cost of chronic illness
is something many of us cannot afford.
Rather than letting out politicians determine our
health outcomes, we can take control of our
health by changing our diet.

vegetables.

It starts with

Each year I hold a free Glorious Greens Challenge and my Vibrant Veggie Challenge to
help people find easy, sustainable ways to increase their produce. Together we've created
a fun, collaborative community around health promotion and generally rocking at life. If this
guide has been of use to you, I'd welcome you to join our little Village!

May Health Forever be Yours;
Aimee
JOIN THE VIBRANCE
VILLAGE OF HEALTH!

If you feel this guide was useful, please pass
it along!
Great Tips to get #5aday in 15 minutes or
less! Leveling up my nutrition game!
(click to tweet!)

